
Bathscape Project – Update on Progress

A brief presentation will be given to the panel on the development phase of the Bathscape Landscape 
Partnership Scheme. An overview of the scheme can be found online here along with FAQs here.  Dan 
Merrett Bathscape Development Manager and Lucy Bartlett Bathscape Community and Access Officer are 
leading the work.

Bathscape is a partnership project, led by B&NES Council with partners as listed at the bottom of this page.
Funded primarily by The Heritage Lottery Fund, the timeline and scheme area are as below:

Nov 2016

• Heritage Lottery Fund 
confirmed development 
stage grant of £176,800

2017 - 
2018

• Development phase to 
produce a detailed 2nd 
round bid. Submitted June 
2018

2018-
2023

• HLF assess the bid 25th 
September 2018

• If successful the £2 million 
scheme will run for 5 years

 
Vision
The Bathscape scheme will ensure Bath and its setting are better recognised, managed and experienced as a 
landscape city, with the surrounding hills and valleys enhancing the World Heritage Site and actively enjoyed 
by all. A greater number and wider range of people will feel connected to their local landscape and inspired 
to explore the outstanding built and natural environments, improving health and wellbeing.

The full 5 year scheme will deliver 25 co-ordinated projects under the themes of;

Conserving & 
Restoring 

Projects and activities that will enable the heritage to be better managed and in 
better condition

The Therapeutic 
Landscape 

Projects and activities that develop the therapeutic tradition associated with 
the heritage of Bath to support health and wellbeing through greater contact 
with the landscape and natural environment

Access Projects and activities to improve access to the landscape and natural 
environment and reduce physical and other barriers 

Learning Training & 
Skills 

Activities to improve the understanding and skills of target audiences, 
volunteers and participants

Prior to the HLF decision a second annual Bathscape Walking Festival will be run 15th -23rd September 2018

Dan.Merrett@bathscape.co.uk     Tel 01225 477586
Project partners:

http://www.bathnes.gov.uk/services/environment/green-infrastructure/bathscape
http://www.bathnes.gov.uk/sites/default/files/siteimages/Environment/may_2017_faqs.pdf
mailto:Dan.Merrett@bathscape.co.uk

